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Competition and Custom in Economic Contracts: A Case Study of Illinois Agriculture By H. PEYTON YOUNG AND MARY A. BURKE*



Survey data suggest that cropsharing contracts exhibit a much higher degree of uniformity than is warranted by economic fundamentals. We propose a dynamic model of contract choice to explain this phenomenon. Landowners and tenants recontract periodically, taking into account expected returns as well as conformity



with local practice. The resulting stochastic dynamical system is studied using techniques from statistical mechanics. The most likely states consist of patches



where contractual terms are nearly uniform, separated by boundaries where the terms shift abruptly. These and other predictions of the model are borne out by survey data on agricultural contracts in Illinois. (JEL J43,C73)



the province of Naples, where the landlord takes two-thirds .... Whether the proportion is two-thirds or one-half, it is a fixed proportion, not variable from farm to farm, or from tenant to tenant (Mill, 1848 p. 303).



[T]he constraining force of custom and pub-



lic opinion ... resembled the force which holds rain-drops on the lower edges of a window frame: the repose is complete till the window is



violently shaken, and then they fall together. -Alfred Marshall



Similarly, in a more recent study of contract



forms in West Bengal, Ashok Rudra writes:



Economists have long been puzzled by the extent to which local custom, rather than com-



petition, shapes the terms of certain kinds of



the proportion 50:50 for paddy shows a



contracts. A well-known example is cropshar-



great resilience in that it is known to have



existed for a long time in this state ... irrespective of soil conditions, improved or backward methods of cultivation, and other factors which could be expected to affect the profitability of farm business (Rudra, 1975 p. A58).



ing contracts, whereby a landlord leases his



farm to a tenant laborer in return for a fixed share of the crops. The high degree of uniformity in the terms of such contracts has attracted



the attention (though by no means the approval) of almost all writers on the subject, both ancient



and modern. In speaking of the system then



For those who find these observations dis-



prevalent in Italy and France, for example, John



turbing or implausible, there are two comfort-



Stuart Mill remarks:



ing explanations. One is that cropsharing is largely a feature of pre-economic, custombound cultures; in modern societies, contracts



This proportion ... is usually (as is implied



are surely structured more rationally and are



by the words metayer, mezzaiuolo, and medietarius) one-half. There are places, however, such as the rich volcanic soil of



governed by competitive forces. Alfred Mar-



shall seems to have been of this view, asserting that the sway of custom is a feature of



"primitive times and backward countries," * Young: Department of Economics, Johns Hopkins



and that the "English" system of straight land



University, Baltimore, MD 21218 (e-mail: pyoung@brook.



rent contributed to its superior position in



edu); Burke: Department of Economics, Florida State Uni-



agriculture (Marshall, 1920 Chapter X). Other



versity, Tallahassee, FL 32306 (e-mail: mburke@mailer.



commentators went even further, claiming



fsu.edu). This research was supported by National Science Foundation Grant No. SES-9818975. The authors thank the



that "wherever this system [of cropsharing]



referees for suggesting improvements on an earlier draft.



prevails, it may be taken for granted that a 559
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useless and miserable population is found"



90.0



(Arthur Young, 1792).



g0.0



A second possibility is that people pay their respects to custom without really following it.



In other words, while the nominal terms of



REVIEW



JUNE



2001



70.0 60.0 n 50.0



40,0



contracts may appear to be uniform, this is



30.(



largely an illusion: the side terms of the contract



m 20.0



and the actual performance of the parties yield factor returns that are in line with competitive forces (Steven N. S. Cheung, 1969). This argument is not supported by the evidence either, as



we show in a companion paper (Burke and Young, 2000). Moreover, even if the data did



3/4 2/3 5/8 3/5 1/2 9120 2/5 1/3 1/4 Other Sliare



FIGURE 1. CROP SHARE FREQUENCIES IN ILLINOIS:



TENANT'S SHARE OF THE CORN CROP



support it, one would still have to explain why



(Frequencies in percent)



people bother to maintain the illusion of "fair-



Source: Illinois Cooperative Agricultural Extension



ness" unless they actually do care about it, a



Service Farm Leasing Survey, 1995.



point that seems to have been overlooked by exponents of this view.



In this paper we shall argue that custom is a



for providing farm machinery. The stated purpose



real force in setting contract terms, even in



of the survey was to provide information that



modem economies (see George A. Akerlof,



would enable the agency to give better advice to



1980, 1997). The evidence that we marshal in



local farmers; individual respondents could not be



support of this claim is based on a statewide



identified from the data and there is no reason to



survey of contract terms that prevailed on nearly think they were motivated to misreport. Almost all of the reported contracts fall into 1,000 farms in the state of Illinois in 1995. These data provide information on the contrac-



tual division of both outputs and inputs by each party as a function of the size of the farm and the quality of its soil. Conventional theories fail



to explain certain key features of these data, particularly the observed spatial pattern of con-



tract forms. There are regional "patches" where contractual terms are nearly uniform, separated by boundaries where contractual norms jump substantially from one set of terms to another. These regional customs are roughly related to average differences in economic fundamentals, but they mask the considerable amount of heterogeneity that exists within each region. We introduce a dynamic model of contract forma-



tion that explicitly takes the role of custom into account, and show how it resolves these and other apparent puzzles in the data. I. Focal Shares The data come from a sample survey conducted by the Illinois Cooperative Agricultural Extension Service in 1995. Tenants were asked to report in detail the terms of the contract they operated under, including the shares of each output and each input, cash payments (if any), and responsibilities



one of two categories. Cropsharing contracts specify fixed shares of outputs and inputs for each party, and generally involve no cash payments. Land rent contracts specify a fixed rental rate per acre; the other inputs are usually provided by the tenant. Many other contracts exist in theory, including pure wage contracts and hybrid forms of rent, wage, and share contracts (Joseph E. Stiglitz, 1974, 1989), but it appears that they are seldom used in practice. Of the 1,704 responses in the 1995 survey, cropsharing contracts were the most frequent (55 percent), land rent contracts the next most frequent (41 percent), and all other contract forms (mostly livestock and pasture leases) constituted less than 4 percent. Here we shall restrict ourselves



to an analysis of the cropsharing contracts, though we conjecture that the force of custom may operate on land rent contracts as well. In principle, the terms of cropsharing contracts can be extremely varied and flexible. For example, one could specify different shares for each of the major outputs (corn, soybeans, and wheat), as well as for each of the major inputs (seed, fertilizer, and machinery). But in practice very few of the possible contracts are used. Indeed, almost all of the Illinois contracts apply
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contemporary Illinois agriculture is a sophisti-



70.0



cated, capital-intensive, and highly decentral-



60.0



ized business. Landowners typically own plots



50.0



of several hundred acres, and tenants typically



@ 40.0 30.0 30.0



20.0



1



farm even larger amounts (sometimes over 1,000 acres) by contracting with several differ-



10.0



ent owners. These tenant laborers have substan-



o.o _T -, , - --r--JTI-s



tial capital investments in equipment, and they



3/4 2/3 5/8 3/5 1/2 9/20 2/5 1/3 1/4 Other Share



FIGuRE 2. CROP SHARE FREQUENCIES IN WEST BENGAL,



tend to be well informed about recent developments in seeds, fertilizers, and cultivation tech-



niques. Markets in both crops and in labor are



1975-1976: TENANT'S SHARE OF PADDY



dynamic due to low transportation costs. In



(Frequencies in percent)



short, there is every reason to think that land-



Source: Pranab Bardhan, 1984 Table 9.2.



lords and tenants would be highly sensitive to market forces, and that tradition would play a secondary role in determining the returns to



the same share to all of the outputs, and these



labor and land.



shares are almost invariably expressed in de-



The data in Figures 1 and 2 suggest, however,



nominators of two, three, or five. Figure 1



that market forces might not be enough to over-



shows the frequency distribution of shares of



come the focal power of particular shares. This



corn output, which is virtually the same as the



interpretation is reinforced by observing that the



frequency distribution of shares for soybeans



frequency of contract forms is a decreasing



and wheat. Fifty-fifty division is by far and



function of the size of the denominator. In Fig-



away the most common contract, just as Mill,



ure 2, for example, 66.9 percent of the contracts



Marshall, and others noted for the European



have denominator 2, 11.1 percent have denom-



agriculture of their day.



inator 3, 10.5 percent have denominator 4, and



A similar pattern holds in developing coun-



5.6 percent have denominator 5. (An exception



tries, such as the village economies of India



is the denominator 20, which is more prevalent



and Africa (Pranab K. Bardhan, 1976, 1984;



than the denominator 8.) A similar pattern holds



Bardhan and Rudra, 1980, 1981, 1986a, b;



for Figure 1. In West Bengal, this monotonicity



A. F. Robertson, 1987). To illustrate, consider



produces a trimodal distribution with peaks at



Figure 2, which shows the distribution of shares



1/3, 1/2, and 2/3 . Similarly, Illinois has a bimodal



among paddy farmers in West Bengal.'



distribution with over 90 percent of the mass



A common explanation of this phenomenon is that equal division expresses a relationship of



fairness between owner and tenant, and fairness is of fundamental importance in traditional cultures where market psychology is weak. If we take this explanation at face value, however, then Illinois agriculturalists would appear to be



even more traditional, and less market oriented, than those in India. This is scarcely credible:



concentrated on 2/3 and 1/2. It might be, of course, that these "easy" fractions are just a way of rounding off the economically justifiable shares, that is, the shares that yield competitive returns to labor and land. If this were the case, however, then we would have to accept that: (i) a share of about fifty-fifty represents the competitive returns to labor and land on most farms and for different crops in



both Illinois and India;2 (ii) land quality is not unimodally distributed, but has peaks that fall at 1 We should say that Bardhan's remarkable study inor near numbers that justify 2/3, 1/2, or 1/3 . Both spired us to undertake this project. For other treatments of of these explanations seem rather implausible. cropsharing contracts see D. Gale Johnson, 1950; Stiglitz, We hypothesize that a different mechanism is at 1974; Joseph D. Reid, Jr., 1975, 1976; Clive Bell and Pinhas Zusman, 1976; James Roumasset and William James, 1979; work that has to do with the psychology of Christopher J. Bliss and N. H. Stem, 1982; Avishay Braverbargaining. "Easy" fractions-those with small man and Stiglitz, 1982; Peter Murrell, 1983; Hans P.



Binswanger and Mark R. Rosenzweig, 1984; Douglas W. Allen and Dean Lueck, 1993; Yujiro Hayami and Keijiro Otsuka, 1993.



2 Not to mention Africa; see Robertson (1987).
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north: all farms South: all farms (n=-7



8



1)



(n=142)



94.8



53.5



2.3



1/2



3/5



1.7



2/3



14



1/2



3/5



2/3



FIGURE 3. DISTRIBUTION OF SHARE CONTRACTS BY REGION: ILLINOIS, 1995



denominators-are inherently more focal than



boundary of the last major glaciation (P. W.



"hard" fractions. When a principal and an agent



Mausel et al., 1975). When we compare conbargain over how to split a pie, they are drawn tract frequencies in the northern and southern to these natural focal points, thereby avoiding parts of the state, substantial differences appear protracted and confrontational haggling that (see Figures 3 and 4). might damage the subsequent relationship.3 In the north, contract terms are concentrated If we accept that focal points matter, then we on ?/2_- /2, whereas in the south the predomiare left with the question of how much they nant contracts are 2/3 - 1/3 and 3/5 - 2/5 . (Here as matter. An extreme position would be that cropelsewhere we write the tenant's share first, and sharing contracts are constructed around focal the landlord's second.) Moreover there is a simpoints that completely ignore economic fundaple explanation for this shift: the land in the mentals, such as the quality of the land, the south is, on average, inherently less productive quality of the labor, or the wage to labor in than the land in the north. Hence the share for alternative employments. This hypothesis is notthe tenant must be higher in the south if net supported by the data either. To see why, let us returns to the tenants in the two regions are to be disaggregate the Illinois contract data by region. comparable. The state consists of two parts that are noticeOf course, this is very far from saying that the ably different in their soil characteristics and observed shift from 1/2? 1/2 to 2/3 -1/3 is exactly geology. In the north, the land is flat and the the right amount to compensate for the differsoils are, on average, highly productive. In the ence in average land quality. Indeed it would be south, the land is hillier, the topsoil is not as quite a coincidence if 1/2- ?/3 = 1/6 represents thick, and on average it is less productive. This just the right additional compensation necessary north-south division is quite sharply defined, to equilibrate the tenant-labor market between especially in the middle and eastern part of the north and south. A more plausible explanation state, where it corresponds to the southern is that thirds and fifths have the most focal power when market forces push the parties away from equal division.4 While the quantum 3 The importance of focal points in bargaining was firstjump required to move from halves to fifths or



pointed out by Thomas C. Schelling (1960). See Alvin E. Roth (1985) and Binmore et al. (1993) for empirical studies of this phenomenon. To our knowledge the proposition that focalness decreases as the size of the denominator increases has not been tested in laboratory settings.



4Compare Mill's remark about the customary share on rich soils around Naples (see p. 1).
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tent (J. B. Fehrenbacher et al., 1978).5 For each



type of soil, average yields are computed on test plots under a standardized measure of labor input called "standard management practice"



(R. T. Odell and W. R. Oschwald, 1970). Based on these test plot results, the index of a soil is



calibrated so that expected yield, holding labor input constant, is a linearly increasing function



of the index. The soil index, si, of a specific farm i, is the average of the soil indices on that farm, weighted according to the number of acres of each soil type. This index, which is reported for each farm in our data set, amounts to an exogenously estimated predictor of the average yield of basic crops grown on that farm



, * 1/2-1/2



o 3/5-2/5 O 2/3-1/3



Other



FIGuRE 4. DISTRIBUTION OF SHARE CONTRACTS BY COUNTY: ILLINOIS, 1995



Note: Blank counties had too few data to be statistically meaningful.



thirds may bring things closer to market equilibrium, it will at best be a rough approximation. II. Competition vs. Custom



under standard management practice.6 A standard model of contracting is to suppose that landlords set contract terms in order to maximize returns subject to tenants earning their reservation wage (Johnson, 1950; Cheung, 1969; Roumasset and James, 1979; Hayami and Otsuka, 1993). In this literature it is assumed that landlords can costlessly enforce the terms of the contract, including the level of labor input. When factor markets are in equilibrium, contract shares are determined by the local reservation wage and the soil quality. The specific predictions depend on the assumed form of the production function. Under most specifications the tenant's share either stays constant or decreases as soil quality increases.7 Since the average soil quality in the northern part of Illinois is higher than the average soil quality in the south, it comes as no surprise that the shares in the north are, on average, lower. While this confirms the predictions of theory in the broadest sense, however, a closer look at



How does one compute the shares that would, in principle, exactly equilibrate factor markets? The answer depends on such factors as variabil-



5In some areas contests are held in which people try to identify the soil type by inspecting a sample, much as one would identify the origin and vintage of a wine by tasting a glass.



ity in returns, degree of risk aversion, and mon6 The following analogy may be helpful: one could rate the reliability of different makes of automobile by test itoring costs. It also depends importantly on the driving them under "standard conditions" using subjects quality of the inputs and, in particular, on the who follow "standard driving practice." One could then productivity of the land. Fortunately the survey compute the frequency (or cost) of repairs needed over, say, instrument includes a measure of each farm's the first 20,000 miles driven. From this one could construct inherent productivity, called the "soil quality a reliability index for each type of automobile that is analogous to the productivity index of a soil. index," which estimates the expected yield per 7 For a Cobb-Douglas production function and riskacre holding labor input constant. This measure neutral agents the equilibrium share is constant. However, is constructed as follows. Soils are classified this specification implies that labor input per acre should into some 435 distinct types based on chemical increase substantially with soil quality, a prediction that is not borne out by the data (Burke and Young, 2000). composition, texture, color, and moisture con-
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contracts are used on soils of the same quality. Indeed most of the contracts in the south give the tenant more-in fact substantially more-



0.667-



than contracts in the north holding soil quality



0.600-



fixed. 0.500-



..



...



How can these facts be reconciled with stan-



......



dard theory? One possibility is that labor is not



o3



very mobile between the regions, and reservation wages differ between the two because of



0.300- _



I 50



60



I 70



I



soil



I



index



I 80



90



I 100



alternative employment opportunities. In Burke



and Young (2000) we examine this hypothesis in more detail and show that, if anything, it



Effingham



makes the puzzle greater, since the wage differential between the two regions goes in the



wrong direction: average wages in the south are



0.667-



lower, even though laborers on southern farms



0.600-



generally get a larger fraction of the crop than



do laborers on northern farms of similar quality.



0.500-



A second possibility is that the adherence to



3



customary shares is more apparent than real, that is, other terms of the contract vary enough



0.300-



I 50



60



I



I



70



soil



_ index



I 80



I 90



I 100



FIGURE 5. DISTRIBUTION OF SHARES: TAZEWELL COUNTY



(NORTH), EFFINGHAM COUNTY (SOUTH)



to pull the outcomes back into line with neoclassical predictions. This explanation does not hold up, however, when we examine the actual



variation in the other terms. We have already noted that almost all of the contracts apply the same share to all of the crops (e.g., corn, wheat,



the data shows that little else about the neoclas-



and soybeans), so there is little variation there.



sical predictions are confirmed. The difficulty is



Next, let us consider the division of responsi-



that soil quality is highly variable within each of



bilities for providing key inputs, namely, seed,



these two regions, and in fact even within quite



fertilizer, and machinery. In virtually all crop-



localized areas. Within a given county, for ex-



sharing contracts, the tenant is solely responsi-



ample, it is not at all unusual for the highest-



ble for providing mobile farm equipment (tractors, ploughs, harvesters, etc.), so there is almost no variation in this dimension. More-



rated farms to be nearly twice as productive (in terms of expected yield per acre) as the lowestrated farms. Standard theory would predict that



over, in the vast majority of contracts, fertilizer



the shares should reflect these local differences,



and seed are either shared fifty-fifty or are pro-



especially since labor (and other factor inputs)



vided solely by the tenant (see Tables 1 and 2).



can be assumed to be fully mobile locally.



Taken together, these constitute the bulk of



The data tell a different story however. Figure 5 shows the distribution of shares in a rep-



the economically relevant parameters in the contract.



resentative northern county (upper panel) and a A third possibility is that high-quality tenants migrate to farms of high productivity, that is, the representative southern county (lower panel). In the north, fifty-fifty is used on almost all farms market equilibrates through assortative matching rather than through variation in contract terms. We despite the fact that there is a wide range of soil qualities on which it is used. In the south, the 2/3 - 1/3 contract is the most frequent and there is 8 Of course, it is possible that adjustments occur in greater variation; nevertheless, only three con-



tracts (1/2-?/2 3/5-2/5, 2/3-1/3) are used with aspects any appreciable frequency. Notice also that the same contract is used on soils of substantially different qualities, while substantially different



of the contract that are not observable. It can be



shown, however, that the observable differences in contract



terms are reflected in the actual net returns to labor, that is, they flow through to the tenants' bottom line (Burke and Young, 2000).
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TABLE 1-TENANTrS CORN OUTPUT SHARE (Rows) vs. BULK FERTILIZER SHARE (COLUMNS)
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TABLE 2-TENANT'S CORN OUTPUT SHARE (Rows) vs. CORN SEED SHARE (COLUMNS)
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1



point out that this would still pose a challenge to



adjust to local differences in soil quality (Burke



conventional theory, since it is not clear why the



and Young, 2000).



contract terms should fail to adjust unless some notion of custom is at work. Leaving this issue



III. A Dynamic Model of Contractual Custom



aside, one can test the assortative matching hypothesis by examining the rate at which total out-



Let us recapitulate the empirical facts that



put per acre rises as soil quality increases. The



need to be explained. First, standard theory pre-



hypothesis is supported if the rate of increase is



dicts that contract terms should vary continu-



higher than it would be using the benchmark in-



ously as a function of economic fundamentals.



puts under which the soil index was originally



The most important of these are: the reservation



calibrated. The data do not support this hypothesis wage for labor, the quality of the land, the either: tenants on high-quality land succeed in



quality of the labor, and the degree of risk



capturing a substantial portion of the land rent



aversion of the contracting parties. While the



without increasing labor productivity, and this is



reservation wage may be uniform in a given



directly attributable to the failure of the shares to



locality, the other three parameters are almost
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certainly not uniform. Thus we would expect



most likely to emerge, starting from arbitrary



that contracts are locally heterogeneous. As we



initial conditions.



have seen, however, the data are not consistent



To be more specific, assume that agents live



with this view. Rather, the terms are concen-



at the vertices of a graph, which represent dis-



trated on a very small number of combinations



tinct locations in some social or geographical



that have a pliori focal significance.



space. Let V denote the set of n vertices, and let



The tendency of contract terms to cluster



i E V denote a particular vertex. If the choice of



on a few discrete values we shall call the



agent j has an influence on agent i, we connect



quantum effect. The lack of heterogeneity we



i and j by a directed edge (i, j); the amount of



shall call the local conformity effect (Young,



influence is given by a weight wij 0 O. If



1998a p. 148). Notice that these are not the



influence is determined by geographical prox-



same thing: even though the quantum effect



imity, then we would have wij = wji for all i



limits the number of distinct contracts that



might be observed, contract terms could still



and j. This symmetry assumption will be maintained in what follows.



vary substantially from one farm to the next,



Let X denote the finite set of contracts that



resulting in a great deal of local diversity.



people are willing to consider. At each time t,



This is not confirmed by the data even though



the contract in force at location i is denoted by xt E X, and the vector xt E X' denotes the state of the process. At random times governed by a



local differences in fundamentals might call for it. We now propose an extension of the neoclassical framework that captures these effects. As



Poisson random variable wi, the landowner and tenant at location i renegotiate their contract.



in the standard model, we maintain the assump-



Assume that the random variables wi are inde-



tion that landlords propose contracts, which ten-



pendent and identically distributed, and that



ants accept or reject depending on whether they



time is scaled so that, on average, there is one



exceed or fall short of the reservation wage. In



renegotiation per time period in each location.



the standard model, the landlord proposes a



(Allowing differences in the rate of renegotia-



contract that maximizes his expected returns



tion at different locations does not change the



subject to being acceptable to the tenant. In our



results in any important way.)



setup, the landlord is influenced by expected



Suppose that the current state is x and the



returns plus two other factors: (i) the exogenous



contract at location i is about to be renegotiated.



salience of a contract, e.g., whether it is based



The landowner offers the tenant a contract, and



on easy fractions and round numbers; and (ii)



the tenant accepts if and only if the contract's



the endogenous salience of a contract, as mea-



expected utility to the tenant is above some



sured by the frequency with which it is used by



reservation utility level uo. The value of uo may



others.



depend on the particular location i, e.g., on local



The process of contract choice works as fol-



wages in alternative employment. We shall as-



lows. From time to time landlords recontract



sume that the subset Xi of acceptable contracts



with their tenants. The landlord must offer the



tenant a contract whose utility is at least equal to



that meet this reservation level is nonempty for each i. The landlord is assumed to choose a



the utility of the reservation wage. Among all



contract xi E Xi that maximizes his utility.9



such acceptable contracts, the landlord offers



We treat the choice of contract at a given location as a state-dependent random variable.



one that maximizes his expected utility with high probability. In other words, the landlord



Let P(xiIx- ) denote the conditional probability



follows a stochastic choice rule rather than



that contract xi is adopted at location i when x_ i



strictly optimizing, a point of view that seems to



is the state of the other locations. We posit that



fit well with empirical evidence (see, for example, Patrick Suppes and Richard Atkinson,



P(xjIx_j) is monotone increasing in the three



factors mentioned earlier: the expected returns



1960; Roth and Ido Erev, 1995). This adjustment process yields a stochastic dynamical



system in which the distribution of contract choices evolves over time. The object of the analysis is to ascertain which distributions are



9 This take-it-or-leave-it model of the bargaining process is fairly standard in the principal-agent literature. Models of custom that give a symmetric role to the contracting parties are discussed in Young (1993b, 1998a, 1998b).
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from the contract, the focalness of the contract,



McFadden, 1974). For purposes of empirical



and its frequency of use in the "neighborhood."



estimation, however, it is not the utility function



Denote the expected monetary returns to the



but the choice probabilities that matter. In prin-



ciple, these could be estimated from a suffilandlord from contract xi by vi(xi). The focalness of the contract will be represented by a



ciently rich set of event histories that give the



real-valued function f(xi), whose operational



temporal sequence of contract adoptions at dif-



meaning will become clear in a moment. The



ferent locations.



local frequency of use is given by the function



The functional form (2) is a convenient way



of wi(xi, x-) = Eji wij5(xi, xj), where 6(xi,



expressing the idea that the probability of a



contract xj) = 1 if xi = xj and 6(xi, xj) = 0 otherwise.



at a given location is an increasing



A convenient functional form is to suppose



function of three factors: return to land, focal-



that the log probability of choosing a given



ness, and local frequency of use. The formula



contract is a linear function of these three fac-



states, for example, that if two contracts x and y



tors. In other words, for some ,3 ' 0, and every



provide the same expected returns at a given



location, and if they are used with the same



xi and yiE i



frequency, but x is more inherently focal than y



(1) log P(xjlx_i) - log P(y4lx_i)



(say because x uses fractions with denominator



2 while y uses fractions with denominator 119),



= [vi(xi) - vi(yi) + wi(xi, X_) - Wi(yi, xi) +f(xi) -f(yi)]. Equivalently,



(2) P(xjjx_j) exp f3[vi(xi) + wi(xi, x_) +f(xi)]



Ej exp f3[vj(xj) + wj(xj, x-j) + f(xj)]



then x is more likely to be adopted than y.



Alternatively, if x and y have the same expected



returns, and both are based on very easy fractions, but x is much more commonly used than y in the neighborhood, then x is more likely to be adopted than y is, and so forth. Unfortunately, the Illinois data set does not allow us to estimate the choice probabilities directly, because the location of farms is known only down to the county level. (Furthermore, even if the precise locations were known, the



This is known as a loglinear response func-



sample is not large enough to include many



tion, and ,3 is the response parameter (Law-



instances of farms that are physically close to



rence E. Blume, 1995; William A. Brock and



one another.) Thus we are proposing the rela-



Steven N. Durlauf, 1995; Richard D. McKelvey and Thomas R. Palfrey, 1995; Durlauf, 1997). This model can be interpreted as a perturbed optimal response process in the following sense.



tionship (2) as one that seems reasonable in principle, rather than one that we can directly test with our data set.



There is considerable experimental evidence, however, that round numbers and endogeneous



notions of fairness matter in similar bargaining situations. An experimental setup that is closely related to the present one is the ultimatum game. In this game, the principal offers a frac(3) Ui(x) = vi(xi) + wi(x) +f(xi) + -i(x), tion of the pie to an agent, which the latter can where Ei(x) is an unobserved utility shock.accept Sup- or reject (Werner Guth et al., 1982). A pose that these utility shocks are independent standard finding is that agents often refuse ofand identically distributed according to the exfers that are perceived to be "stingy," even treme value distribution P(E ' z) = e -e fz. If though this behavior would seem to be selfdefeating. However, two other features of playi always chooses a contract xi E Xi that maximizes UjQ) conditional on the others' choices ers' behavior are noteworthy for our purposes. being x-j, then from the observer's standpoint First, the principals very often make offers that it appears that i is following the stochastic adopare in round numbers. Second, they adjust their tion process given by (2). Such models are offers to the prevailing conception of what standard in the discrete choice literature (Daniel constitutes a fair or acceptable offer, and this Suppose that we represent the utility of agent i



in state x by
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conception valies substantially from one culture



the utility from those that do involve social inter-



to the next.



actions. It follows from standard arguments (see,



For example, Roth et al. (1991) conducted



e.g., Thomas M. Liggett, 1985; Blume, 1995;



experiments in four different countries-Japan,



Young, 1998a Chapter 6) that the long-run distri-



Israel, the United States, and Yugoslavia-us-



bution of the process has the following simple



ing the same experimental protocols. The ex-



form, known as a Gibbs representation:



perimenters corrected for differences in local currency by having the subjects express their



(5) (x) = eP(x) E e



offers in tokens, each token being worth the



y



equivalent of about one U.S. cent. In almost every case, over half of the offers were ex-



It follows that, when ,3 is large, the probability



pressed in multiples of 50 tokens (Roth et al.,



is close to one that the process will be in a state



that maximizes potential. We summarize this in 1991 Figures 3_4).10 Furthermore, Roth et al.



found that, while the modal offers differed



the following result.



among countries, the probability of an offer being accepted depended not on its absolute



THEOREM: Starting from an arbitrary initial



size, but on the extent to which it deviated from



state, the long-run probability of being in any



the modal offer. In other words, an agent's



given state x is proportional to ePP(x). When ,B



willingness to accept an offer appears to be



is large butfinite, the probability is close to one



governed by norms and expectations that differ



that the process will be in a state that globally



from one culture to another. Both of these find-



maximizes potential. These are known as the



ings lend support (albeit indirect) to the model



stochastically stable states of the process.



that we have proposed above. The probabilistic choice model (2), together



While the exponential folrm of the long-run



with the Poisson updating processes, defines a



distribution is especially convenient to work with,



time-homogeneous Markov process on a finite



and depends on the loglinear representation in (2),



state space, namely, the set of all states x that



it needs to be emphasized that the general ap-



specify the contract in use at each location. This



proach can be applied without this assumption.



process is ergodic and has a unique invariant dis-



Suppose that the renegotiation process at each



tribution A. For each state x, g(x) represents the location can be represented as a stochastic choice



long-run relative frequency with which state x is



over contracts, whose distribution is perhaps state



visited in almost all realizations of the process. In the present case the invariant distribution



ther that, at each location, every contract in the



dependent but not time dependent. Suppose fur-



takes a particularly tractable form. Define the



feasible set is chosen with a probability that is



potential of state x to be



bounded away from zero over all possible states. Together with the Poisson updating processes, this yields an irreducible, finite Markov chain that has a unique invariant distribution. When the variance of the individual choice probabilities is suffi-



(4) p(x)= vi(xi) + f(xi)



ciently small, the process will typically occupy a few states with high probability, and these stochastically stable states can be identified with con-



+ (1/2) w wi(x).



siderable precision using the method of large deviations (see Mark Freidlin and Alexander



Potential equals the total utility from those factors



Wentzell, 1984; Michihiro Kandori et al., 1993;



that involve no social interactions, plus one-half of



Young, 1993a, 1998a). IV. Application of the Model to Cropsharing



10 The focalness of round numbers has been documented in many other contexts; see, for example, Wulf Albers and Gisela Albers (1983).



We now show how this approach can help to



explain some of the apparently anomalous features of the Illinois data. For purposes of illus-
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tration, let us assume that the only contractual



variable is the tenant's share x of total output. Let us also suppose that labor input is fully monitored, and that the contract specifies that it must correspond to standard management prac-



tice. At each farm i, we shall represent the



productivity by a real number si, which gives the expected output per acre, measured in dollars, under standard management practice. (For



example, si = 80 means that total net income on farm i is, on average, $80 per acre.) The tenant's expected income on farm i is thus the



contract share xi times the index si times the size of the farm. For mathematical convenience, assume that all farms have the same size, which



FIGURE 6. THE HYPOTHETICAL STATE OF TORUSOTA



we may as well suppose to be unity. (This does



Note: Each vertex represents a farm, and soil qualities are



not affect the analysis in any important way.)



High, Medium, or Low.



The tenant accepts a contract xi if and only if his



expected return xisi is at least mi, where mi is the reservation or market wage at location i. 1I (7) p(x) = r(x) + yc(x), The expected return to the landlord from such a and



contract is vi(xi) = (1 - xi)si. Let us assume that all contracts are equally



focal from an a priori standpoint, sayf(xi) = 0 for all i and all xi. To model the impact of custom, suppose that each of agent i's neigh-



K~(x) ac eP[r(x) + yc(x)]



In other words, the log probability of each state



bors exerts the same degree of social influence.



x is a linear function of the total rent to land



In other words, there is a number y ' 0 such



plus the degree of local conformity. Given spe-



cific values of the conformity parameter y and that wij = y if farm i is adjacent to farm j, and



the response parameter f3, we can compute the wii = 0 otherwise. Let ni(x) be the number of



i's neighbors using the same contract as i does



relative probability of various states of the pro-



in state x. Then the potential function takes the



cess, and from this deduce the likelihood of



form



different geographic distributions of contracts. In fact, one can say a fair amount about the it



n



(6) p(x) = E (1 - xi)si + (y/2) E n1(x). i=l



i=l



The



qualitative behavior of the process even when



one does not know specific values of the parameters.



V. An Illustrative E Example term



(1



land, which we shall denote by r(x). The term



(1/2) 2 ni(x) is just the total number of edges We illustrate with a concrete example that is (neighbor-pairs) that are coordinated on the



meant to capture some of the key features of the



same contract in state x, which we shall denote



Illinois case. Consider the hypothetical state of Torusota shown in Figure 6. In the northern part of the state-above the dashed line-soils are evenly divided between High (H) and Medium (M) quality soils, whereas in the southern part they are evenly divided between Medium and Low (L) quality soils. As in Illinois the soil types are interspersed, but average soil quality



by c(x). This is the degree of local conformity in the system, and y is the conformity parameter. We thus obtain the particularly transparent formulation



1 If tenants are not risk neutral, the lower bound m depends on the tenant's degree of risk aversion, the vari-



ability of the returns, and the alternative wage.



is higher in the north than it is in the south. Let n be the number of farms. Each farm has
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exactly eight neighbors, so there are 4n edges altogether. As in the preceding section, contracts are one dimensional and specify the share of output for the tenant. Suppose there are nine salient contracts: x = 10 percent, 20 percent,..., 90 percent. (Contracts in which the



tenant receives 0 percent or 100 percent are not considered.) For the sake of concreteness, assume that High soils have index 85, Medium soils have index 70, and Low soils have index 60. Let the reservation wage be 32. We wish to determine the states with maxi-



Tenant Share



mum potential. The answer depends on the size



. 40



of -y, that is, on the trade-off rate between economic and social payoff. Consider first the case



y-3 . ~ ~ .



where y = 0, that is, there are no conformity



effects. Maximizing potential is then equivalent to maximizing the total rent to land, subject always to the constraint that labor earns at least its reservation wage on each class of soil. The



contracts with this property are 40 percent on High soil, 50 percent on Medium soil, and 60 percent on Low soil. The returns to labor under this arrangement are: 34 on H, 35 on M, and 36 on L. Notice that labor actually earns a small premium over the reservation wage (w = 32) on each class of soil. This quantum premium is attributable to the discrete nature of the contracts: no landlord can impose a less generous contract (rounded to the nearest 10 percent) without losing his tenant. Except for the quantum premium, this outcome is the same as would be predicted by a standard market-clearing model, in which labor is paid its reservation wage and all the rent goes to land. We shall call this the competitive equilibrium state w. Notice that, in contrast to conventional equilibrium models, our framework actually gives an account of how the state w comes about.



0



v



51)



I



a60 * 70



~~~~~~~~



o 80



* 90



'V-0



FIGuRE 7. SIMULATED OUTCOMEnS OF THE PROCESS FOR



n = 400, (3 = 0.20 (Tenant shares in percent)



lated the process for three levels of conformity: ,y = 0, 3, and 8. For each of these values the process settles into a characteristic pattern after Suppose that the process begins in some initial the initial bias has worn off. Figure 7 shows a state xo at time zero. As landlords and ten- typical distribution of contract shares after ants renegotiate their contracts, the process 1,000 periods have elapsed. When y = 0 (botgravitates towards the equilibrium state w and tom panel), the contracts are matched quite eventually reaches it with probability one. closely with land quality, and the state is close Moreover, if (3 is not too small, the process to the com,petitive equilibrium. When the level stays close to w much of the time, though it will of conformity is somewhat higher (middle rarely be exactly in equilibrium. panel), the dominant contract in the north is 50 These points may be illustrated by simulating percent, in the south it is 60 percent, and there the adjustment process. We chose n = 400, that are pockets here and there of other contracts. is, 200 farms in the north and 200 in the south, (This looks quite similar to the Illinois case.) and a moderate level of noise (,B = 0.20). StartSomewhat surprisingly, however, a further ining from a random initial seed, we then simucrease in the conformity level (top panel) does
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not cause the two regional customs to merge



For intermediate values of conformity y, it is



into a single global custom; it merely leads



reasonable to expect that potential will be max-



to greater uniformity in each of the two



imized by a distribution of contracts that is



regions.



uniform locally, but diverse globally-in other



To understand why this is so, let us suppose for the moment that everyone is using the



words the distribution is characterized by regional customs.



same contract x. Since everyone must be



Such a state will typically have higher poten-



earning their reservation wage, x must be at



tial than the competitive equilibrium, because



least 60 percent. (Otherwise southern tenants



the latter involves substantial losses in social



on low-quality soil would earn less than w =



utility when land quality is heterogeneous. It



32.) Moreover, among all such global customs,



will typically have higher potential than a global



x = 60 percent maximizes the total rent to land.



custom, because it allows landlords to capture



Hence the 60-percent custom, which we shall



more rent at relatively little loss in social utility,



denote by y, maximizes potential among all



provided that the boundaries between the re-



gions are not too long (i.e., there are relatively



global customs.



But it does not maximize potential among



few farms near the boundaries).



all states. To see this, let z be the state in



In effect, these regional customs form a com-



which everyone in the north uses the 50-



promise between completely uniform contracts



percent contract, while everyone in the south



on the one hand, and fully differentiated con-



everyone uses the 60-percent contract. From



tracts on the other. Given the nature of the



the standpoint of potential this is almost as



model, we should not expect perfect uniformity



good as y, because the only negative social



within any given region, nor should we expect



externalities are suffered by those who live



sharp changes in custom at the boundary. The



near the north-south boundary. Let us assume



model suggests instead that there will be occa-



that the number of such agents is on the order



sional departures from custom within regions



of \/n, where n is the total number of farms.



(due to idiosyncratic influences), and consider-



Thus the proportion of farms near the bound-



able variation near the boundaries. This seems



ary can be made as small as we like by



to be a reasonably accurate characterization of



choosing n large enough. But z offers a higher



the distribution of contracts in the state of



land rent to all the northern farms as com-



Illinois.



pared to y. Assume that there are nl 2 farms in



the north, split equally between High and
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